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4 February 2018 
 
 
Sue Farry 
Punatapu 
1113 Queenstown-Glenorchy Road 
Queenstown 
 
 
By email: willie.baddeley@raywhite.com 
 
 
Dear Sue,   

 
PUNATAPU PROPERTY – 1113 QUEENSTOWN-GLENORCHY ROAD  
 
Thank you for asking for our advice regarding the potential for development of 1113 Queenstown-
Glenorchy Road (Lot 1 DP489550 and Section 1 SO489551, comprising 9.5597ha).  The property 
contains a substantial dwelling and facilities for homestay accommodation.   
 
As discussed during our meeting on site, the property’s location and attributes lend the property to a 
range of development options and I note the previous work carried out in relation to potential subdivision 
to create rural residential lots.   
 
I have reviewed the concept masterplan prepared by Baxter Design Group (BDG).  Given my 
experience in working with visitor accommodation developers (for example Matakauri Lodge, 
Queenstown; Tara Iti, Northland; Sofitel, Queenstown) I consider that the Punatapu property has 
significant opportunity for a high-quality visitor accommodation lodge facility, given the spacious park-
like grounds, the existing infrastructure, the surrounding landscapes, and the comparative remoteness 
from the road and other properties.      
 
Below I discuss the zoning of the property, the consenting requirements for a visitor accommodation 
development (using the BDG plan as a model), and my view on the likelihood of obtaining the consent.   
 
 
Zoning and consenting requirements  
 
The property is zoned Rural General under the Operative District Plan (ODP) and Rural in the Proposed 
District Plan (PDP).   The property and much of the surrounding rural zoned land is within the “Visual 
Amenity Landscape” (VAL) and the “Rural Landscape Classification” (RCL) in the PDP.  Under these 
landscape categories, buildings are a discretionary activity1, and the Council would take into account 
the location, layout, and design of buildings and the associated landscaping, access and infrastructure.  
Further, visitor accommodation is a discretionary activity in the ODP (Rule 5.3.3.3(iii) and a discretionary 
activity in the PDP (Rule 21.4.19).   
 
The Council would base its decision to grant consent or not on the various assessment matters for the 
buildings within the VAL / RCL, and the provisions relevant to the assessment of visitor accommodation.  
The visitor accommodation matters include:       
 

• Any adverse effects of the proposed visitor accommodation in terms of:  

- Noise, vibration and lighting from vehicles entering and leaving the site or adjoining road, 

which is incompatible with the levels acceptable in a low-density rural environment; 

                                                        
1 A Discretionary activity requires resource consent. The Council can exercise full discretion as to whether or 
not to grant consent and as to what conditions to impose of the consent is granted.  
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- Loss of privacy and remoteness; 

- Levels of traffic congestion or reduction in level of traffic safety; 

- Pedestrian safety in the vicinity of the activity; 

- Any potential adverse effects of the activity on the quality of ground and/or surface waters; 

- Management of conflict with existing and anticipated activities to minimise conflict between 

incompatible land uses.   

 
At this point in time the Council would take into account both the ODP and the PDP in the determination 
of an application (although the provisions of the ODP would have greater weight).  Nevertheless, my 
view is that under either instrument a visitor accommodation development, such as the one shown on 
BDG’s concept plan, would very likely be consented because:  
 

• Any potential effects on the VAL landscape values of the rural area would be minimal given the 

difficulty in seeing the site from the road and neighbouring properties; 

• Any potential effects on any neighbouring landowner’s amenity values, privacy or sense of 

remoteness would be minimal given the space within the property and the ability to locate 

development such that any effects are “internalised” within the site; 

• Any traffic effects would likely be acceptable given the access location to a busy arterial road; 

• There are likely no other insurmountable impacts on any natural values, including ecological, 

ground water and so on.    

 
There is also recognition, in the PDP, of the potential commercial value of non-farming activities in the 
rural zone, and the importance of a diverse economy.  New and different activities are encouraged, 
provided they do not adversely affect, and maintain and enhance, rural landscape and character values.   
 
 
Summary 
 
On the basis of the above I am confident that a development such as that shown on the BDG concept 
plan could be comfortably consented.   
 
If you require any further planning advice or have any questions on the above please do not hesitate to 
contact me – I can be reached at 021 529 745. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Brown & Company Planning Group 

 
 
Jeff Brown 
Director 
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